Amorphous Ge (a-Ge), crystalline Ge (c-Ge), and amorphous Si (a-Si) thin films were deposited on a Ge substrate at different temperatures by magnetron sputtering. We measured thermal boundary resistance (TBR) in Au/Ge/Ge and Au/Si/Ge three-layer samples. The measured TBR in Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Si/Ge decreased slightly with increasing deposition temperature. The measured TBR values were larger than the values predicted by the diffuse mismatch model. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the measured TBR in Au/c-Ge/Ge was twofold larger than that in Au/a-Ge/Ge. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy was conducted to investigate interfacial morphology of the samples. The results indicate that the crystalline state of the deposited thin films play an important role in TBR by modifying phonon density of states and interfacial properties. Our findings are of great importance for applications involving thermal management of micro-and optoelectronic devices, and for the development of thermal barrier coatings and thermoelectric materials with high figures-ofmerit.
Introduction
Thermal boundary resistance (TBR) is defined as the ratio of the temperature discontinuity at an interface to the heat flux flowing across that interface. 1 Typically, the overall thermal resistance of a material system comprises the thermal resistance of the constituent materials and the TBR between those materials. However, in nanoscale semiconductor systems, the characteristic length scales, which may be shorter than the phonon mean free paths (MFPs), lead to phonon transport in these materials being ballistic rather than diffusive. Moreover, the spatial density of the interfaces increases with the decreasing length scale in nanoscale material systems. Thus, the TBR dominates the overall thermal resistance. 2 The investigation of TBR is vital for applications involving thermal management of micro-and optoelectronic devices (e.g., Schottky barriers and ohmic contacts) 3 , and for the development of thermal barrier coatings 4 and thermoelectric materials with high figures-of-merit. 5, 6 Several theoretical methods have been developed to predict TBR. The acoustic mismatch model (AMM) 7 and the diffuse mismatch model (DMM) 1 are typically used for predicting the TBR. In AMM and DMM, the transmission probability of the phonons at interfaces is related to the acoustic impedances and phonon density of states (DOS) of the Debye model on both sides of the interface, respectively. However, in the two models, the effects of interfacial properties, such as roughness and diffusion, on TBR are not taken into account. Thus, molecular dynamics [8] [9] [10] has been used to predict TBR. The effects of interfacial properties on TBR have been investigated in a number of theoretical studies. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] However, the effects have been experimentally investigated only recently. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] For example, the mixing layer thickness and compositional change due to diffusion were found to affect the TBR at the Cr/Si interface. 18 Also, it was found that TBR increases with increasing Si surface roughness at the Al/Si interface. 20 Another recent finding is that interfacial roughness has a negligible effect on TBR at the Au/Si interface. 23 However, the experimental data are too limited to understand the effects of interfacial properties on TBR.
In this study, we prepared two series of three-layer samples consisting of two interfaces (Au/Ge/Ge and Au/Si/Ge) by magnetron sputtering. Amorphous Ge (a-Ge), crystalline Ge (c-Ge), and amorphous Si (a-Si) thin films were deposited on single-crystalline Ge substrates at different temperatures. We measured TBR at two interfaces in Au/Ge/Ge and Au/Si/Ge samples. We found that TBR in Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Si/Ge decreased slightly with increasing deposition temperature. The measured TBR values were larger than the values predicted by the DMM. The measured TBR was significantly larger in Au/c-Ge/Ge than in Au/a-Ge/Ge. We characterized the interfacial morphology of the samples by cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) to investigate the mechanisms underlying the difference in the measured TBR.
Experimental
We prepared the samples by magnetron sputtering with a laboratory-built combinatorial sputtering system. For one series, Ge thin films were deposited on single-crystalline Ge substrates at 25, 300, and 500 °C. For the other series, Si thin films were deposited on single-crystalline Ge substrates at 25, 300, and 500 °C. The sputtering power was 100 W. An Au film was deposited on the Ge and Si thin films to form Au/Ge and Au/Si interfaces. The Au film also serves as a laser absorber and temperature sensor. The Au films were deposited at 25 °C. The single-crystalline Ge substrates were 0.5 mm thick. The target thicknesses were 15 nm for the Ge and Si thin films, 150 nm for the Au films.
The TBR of the samples was measured by the ω method 26 at 25 °C under vacuum (<0.02 Pa). The Au film was heated by a pump laser (405 nm) with angular frequency ω. The temperature at the Au film surface was detected by a probe laser (635 nm) by the thermoreflectance technique. Using the one-dimensional heat conduction equation for the sample system, 27.28 we can obtain the temperature at the surface of the Au film, T(0):
Here, d is the film thickness, q is the heat flux, λ is the thermal conductivity, and C is the volumetric heat capacity. Subscripts 0, 1, and 2 denote the Au film, the middle layer, and the substrate, respectively. R 01 and R 12 are the TBR at the Au/middle layer and middle layer/substrate interfaces, respectively. The fourth and fifth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are the thermal resistance of the middle layer and Au film, respectively. The measurements were carried out at frequencies from 4 to 32 kHz. A linear plot of (T(0))/(qd 0 ) versus 1/√ω was obtained, in which the intercept R at 1/√ω =0 corresponds to the sum of the second, third, fourth, and fifth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1). Thermal resistance was measured at three different locations on each sample, and each measurement was performed in triplicate to reduce the error. The interface morphology of the samples was characterized by cross-sectional HRTEM (9000NAR, Hitachi Corp.).
Results and discussion
Figure 1(a)-(d) shows the cross-sectional HRTEM images of the interfacial morphology of the Au/Ge/Ge samples prepared at 25, 300, and 500 °C, and the Au/Si/Ge sample prepared at 25 °C, respectively. The Ge thin films deposited at 25 and 300 °C, and the Si thin film deposited at 25 °C showed no evidence of crystallinity, whereas the Ge thin film deposited at 500 °C showed a crystalline structure. The crystalline state of the Ge and Si thin films was also confirmed by X-ray diffraction in our previous study. 29 Furthermore, the interfaces between the Au film and the middle layer showed different morphology. The Au/a-Ge and Au/a-Si interfaces were rough, whereas the Au/c-Ge interface was relative smooth. The thickness of the deposited a-Ge and a-Si thin films was different from the target thickness. The a-Ge and a-Si thin films had an average thickness of 10 and 25 nm, respectively, and the c-Ge thin film was 15 nm thick. The measured total thermal resistance (intercept R) consists of four parts: TBR at the Au/middle layer interface, TBR at the middle layer/substrate interface, thermal resistance of the middle layer, and thermal resistance of the Au film. To determine the TBR at the two interfaces, the thermal resistance of the middle layer and Au film should be subtracted from the total thermal resistance. We have measured the thermal conductivity of the Ge and Si thin films deposited at 25, 300, and 500 °C in our previous study. 29 The thermal conductivities of the Ge thin films (100 nm thick) deposited at 25, 300, and 500 °C were 1.00, 1.15, and 5.68 W/(m·K), respectively. The thermal conductivities of the Ge thin films in this study should be lower than these values owing to the thickness dependence. 29 Using these values, we estimated the thermal resistance of the Ge thin films deposited at 25, 300, and 500 °C to be 10, 8.7, and 2.6 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W, respectively. Thus, the TBR at two interfaces in the Au/Ge/Ge samples prepared at 25, 300, and 500 °C were 15.8, 15.3, and 33.6 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W, respectively. For the Au/Si/Ge samples, the measured thermal conductivities of the Si thin films (100 nm thick) deposited at 25, 300, and 500 °C were 0.93, 0.94, and 0.98 W/(m·K), respectively. 29 We estimate the thermal resistance of the Si thin films deposited at 25, 300, and 500 °C to be 26.9, 26.6, and 25.5 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W. Thus, the TBR at two interfaces in the Au/Si/Ge samples prepared at 25, 300, and 500 °C were 25, 22.6, and 20.7 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W, respectively. Figure 2 shows the measured TBR at two interfaces as a function of the deposition temperature for the two series of samples. The DMM-predicted values were also plotted for comparison. For both Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Si/Ge samples, the TBR at two interfaces decreased slightly with increasing deposition temperature. All the measured TBR values were larger than the DMM-predicted values. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the TBR at the two interfaces in the Au/c-Ge/Ge samples were twofold larger than that in the Au/a-Ge/Ge samples. We next discuss the possible mechanisms for the difference in the TBR between the different samples. In our previous study, we showed that the thermal conductivity of the a-Si and a-Ge thin films prepared by magnetron sputtering decreased with increasing deposition temperature. We attributed the difference in the thermal conductivity to the modification of the microstructure in a-Si and a-Ge thin films as the deposition temperature was increased. 29, 30 In this study, the TBR at two interfaces in the Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Si/Ge samples decreased slightly with increasing deposition temperature, which showed similar dependence to the thermal conductivity of a-Si and a-Ge thin films. We also attributed this dependence to the modification of the microstructure in a-Si and a-Ge thin films. We suggest that the change of phonon group velocity, phonon MFPs, and phonon DOS due to the modification of the microstructure may cause this dependence. However, the density and phonon group velocity in the thin films should not change greatly with increasing deposition temperature due to the totally amorphous nature of the thin films. This indicates that the effects of phonon group velocity and phonon DOS on the decrease of the measured TBR can be neglected. Furthermore, based on the minimum thermal conductivity model, the phonon MFPs in a-Si and a-Ge are extremely short, which are on the order of the interatomic spacing of Si and Ge, respectively. This indicates that phonon MFPs in these amorphous thin films should be the same. However, in our previous studies, we have shown that phonons with MFPs longer than 100 nm contribute to heat transport in a-Si and a-Ge. Furthermore, as deposition temperature was increased, phonons with MFPs identical with film thickness increased with increasing deposition temperature in a-Si and a-Ge thin films. 29 The increase of such long MFPs phonons may facilitate heat transport across the interface and cause the decrease of TBR as deposition temperature was increased. However, we do not yet understand how long MFPs phonons facilitate heat transport across the interface, which needs further investigation.
In Figure 2 , for both Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Si/Ge samples, the DMM underestimated the TBR at two interfaces. However, the difference in the measured TBR between the two series samples was similar to that in the DMM-predicted values. The TBR for Au/c-Ge/Ge was also predicted by the DMM (8.01 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W), which was significantly lower than the measured TBR. In the DMM, the TBR is dependent on the phonon DOS of the Debye model on both sides of the interface. In this study, the exact phonon DOS in the Si and Ge thin films should be different from the phonon DOS of the Debye model, resulting in the difference between the measured TBR and the DMMpredicted values. In addition, in the DMM, the effects of the interface properties on TBR are not taken into account. Thus, the interfacial properties of the Au/Ge and Au/Si interfaces, such as interfacial structural disorder and diffusion, may decrease the transmission probability of phonons at the interface, resulting in a measured TBR larger than the DMMpredicted values. The large discrepancy in the measured TBR and DMM-predicted values in Au/c-Ge/Ge sample further indicated that interfacial properties played an important role in TBR in addition to the mismatch in phonon DOS on both sides of the interface. The DMM predicted almost the same TBR at two interfaces in Au/a-Ge/Ge (8.05 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W) and Au/c-Ge/Ge (8.01 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W). However, it is interesting to note that the measured TBR at the two interfaces in Au/c-Ge/Ge (33.6 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W) was twofold larger than that in Au/a-Ge/Ge (15.8 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W). We speculate that the large measured TBR at the two interfaces in Au/c-Ge/Ge mainly come from the Au/Ge interface rather than the Ge/Ge interface. To verify our speculation, we performed additional experiments to rule out the effect of the Ge/Ge interface. We deposited an Au film directly on a single-crystalline Ge substrate at 25 °C and measured the TBR at the Au/c-Ge interface. The measured TBR was 29.8 ± 3.8 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W (not shown in Figure 2 ), which was slightly smaller than the TBR at two interfaces in Au/c-Ge/Ge samples prepared at 500 °C. The results indicate that the Au/c-Ge interface contributed the most to the TBR in the Au/c-Ge/Ge sample, and the TBR at the c-Ge/Ge interface was only 3.8 × 10 -9 m 2 ·K/W. We attribute the twofold difference in TBR between Au/c-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Ge/Ge to the different crystalline state of the deposited Ge thin films. As the deposition temperature was increased from 25 to 500 °C, the Ge thin film began to crystalize, causing the modification of the density and phonon group velocity in the Ge thin films. The modification of the density and phonon group velocity would change the Debye temperature of Ge. The Debye temperatures of Au, a-Ge, and c-Ge are estimated to be 170, 190, and 322 K, respectively. This indicates that the mismatch in phonon DOS between Au and Ge enhanced as the Ge thin film crystalized. The enhancement of the mismatch in phonon DOS would increase the TBR. On the other hand, the phonon group velocity in c-Ge (3.46 ×10 3 m/s) are larger than that in a-Ge (2.86 ×10 3 m/s). The increase of phonon group velocity would decrease the TBR by increasing the heat flux flowing across the interfaces. Furthermore, the phonon MFPs also increased as the Ge thin film crystalized, which would decrease the TBR as well. That is to say, the effects of phonon group velocity and phonon MFPs counteracted the effects of the enhancement of mismatch in phonon DOS on increasing TBR. We suggest that only the enhancement of mismatch in phonon DOS should not lead to the twofold difference in the measured TBR between Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/c-Ge/Ge samples; some interfacial properties also play an important role in increasing TBR. The modification of interfacial properties due to the different crystalline state of the thin films may change the inelastic scattering rate of phonons, increasing the TBR. In order to further understand the difference in interfacial properties between Au/c-Ge and Au/a-Ge interfaces, we also conducted cross-sectional HRTEM to investigate the interfacial morphology at the Au/c-Ge interface. Figure 3 showed that the Au/c-Ge interface was smooth, which was different from the rough Au/a-Ge interfaces in Au/a-Ge/Ge samples prepared at 25 and 300 °C. Furthermore, crater-shaped diffusion between the Au and the single-crystalline Ge substrate is clearly visible in Figure 3 . Au has different diffusion mechanisms in c-Ge and a-Ge, and thus Au has a higher diffusion coefficient in a-Ge than in Au/c-Ge 31, 32 . Thus, we believe that diffusion at the Au/a-Ge interface also occurred. The different mixing layers formed by Au/a-Ge and Au/c-Ge diffusion may also affect the phonon transmission probability at the interface. However, we do not yet understand how the interfacial diffusion affected TBR. We can only speculate that the diffusion at Au/c-Ge interface together with other interfacial properties increased the TBR comparing with the case of Au/a-Ge. The combined effects of the phonon group velocity, phonon MFPs, the enhancement of mismatch in phonon DOS and interfacial properties due to the different crystalline state of the deposited thin films caused the twofold difference in the measured TBR between the Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/c-Ge/Ge samples.
Many theoretical studies have been performed to investigate the effects of heat flow direction, film thickness, and period length on TBR in superlattice systems, and also the effects of interfacial properties, such as interfacial mixing, structural disorder, dislocation, roughness, and bonding strength on TBR. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] However, the investigation of the effects of crystalline state of thin films on TBR were limited. In this study we showed that the crystalline state of thin films could affect TBR significantly. Our findings provide new information for the future theoretical and experimental studies on TBR.
Conclusions
In summary, we measured TBR at two interfaces in Au/Ge/Ge and Au/Si/Ge three-layer samples. We found that TBR in Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/a-Si/Ge decreased slightly with increasing deposition temperature. All the measured TBR were larger than the DMM-predicted values. Furthermore, the measured TBR was twofold larger in Au/c-Ge/Ge than in Au/a-Ge/Ge. Cross-sectional HRTEM was conducted to investigate the mechanisms underlying these results. The results indicate that the modification of the microstructure in a-Si and a-Ge thin film increased the phonons with MFPs identical with film thickness, causing the deposition temperature dependence of the measured TBR. The change of the crystalline states of the deposited Ge thin films modified the phonon DOS and interfacial properties, causing the twofold difference in the measured TBR in Au/a-Ge/Ge and Au/c-Ge/Ge samples. Our findings are of great importance for applications involving thermal management of micro-and optoelectronic devices, and for the development of thermoelectric materials with high figures-of-merit.
